Mean Sheets

by jolly r. blackburn

okay, okay -- movin’ it along folks.
ho’boy...

my backstory.

sara, the BOTTLE is passed to ZURMA.

where to start...
let’s hear your revised BACKSTORY.
right.
\ trust it won’t
ENTAIL any of
the NONSENSE
that bob and dave
tried to pull.

HEY!! what the hell
was wrong with
MY backstory?

\ um, \ take the
BOTTLE from
the MAGE and
THANK him...

oh...

whatta ya MEAN
that’s ‘pretty
much it’?

sorry. she’s not
MUCH of a talker.

the SHY thief takes a HUGE gulp from it and WIPES her chin
with the BACK of her hand before passing it on to KREED.
doesn’t feel like SHARING.
and that’s
pretty much it.

not much
of a TALKER?

oh -- \ did my BACKGROUND.
what’s the matter, SARA?
forget to do your
BACKSTORY or something?

what gives?

\ spent several HOURS on it in fact.

oh gimme
a frickin’ break.

if you MUST know, ZURMA doesn’t feel
COMFORTABLE sharing the DETAILS of
her PAST with the REST of the party.

you’re just
about the most
CHATTIN’ IT UP
person \’ve
ever met.

doesn’t feel
COMFORTABLE?

WHAT?

that’s right -- on these MANY
weeks on the road you’ve found
that she keeps to HERSELF.
choosing to LISTEN.
to STUDY others INTENTLY
-- but SELDOM speaking.
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oh \’m willing to CHAT. but NOT about my past. as a HALF ELF who has
NEVER been fully ACCEPTED --\ don’t feel at EASE when it comes
to discussing my BACKGROUND with two HUMANS and a DWARF.
wait a minute.
\ laid my LIFE out on the
table for ALL to see, missy.

yeah, well \ listened very POLITELY as
you LAID it all out there, bob.
but \’m not SHARING. \’m guarded.

and now you’re
HOLDING back?

it’s just my way.
oh that BLOWS!

guys -- she’s
just playing
her character.

well you SURE
seemed to be
CHUMMY with the
HALFLING randy.

is THAT it?

you feel more at
EASE with the
HIRED help than
your COMRADES?

\’m surprised she even
DRANK your BACKWASH.
guys, please.

dave,
chill.
it’s not
personal.

\ grab my bowl of STEW
and move off to sit by
MYSELF in the shadows.
\ don’t have to EXPLAIN
myself. and \ CERTAINLY
don’t like the TONE of
this CONVERSATION.
you don’t,
huh?

and \ STILL
wanna know
what you
have against
DWARVES.

you GETTING this...?

yo, sara...

frickin’ PARTY THIEF
doesn’t want
anything to DO with us.

\ GET where
yer comin’ from.

what’s HER
problem?

\’m takin’ that
part BACK -\ NEVER
mentioned it.

whatta ya got
against
DWARVES ?

hrmmmpph. well if THAT doesn’t beat
all -- so you’re the UPPITY type.

too GOOD
for us
HUMANS,
are ya?

hey, \ NEVER would’a
said anything about
me being in HOSU
if \ knew you were
gonna be all
SECRETIVE and stuff.

playin’ up the
MISTRUST between
RACIAL LINES thing..

especially where
HUMANS are involved.

but ME and you...?
\ really thought we’d
BONDED on this journey.

oh..?
yeah.
\’m DOWN
with that.
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\ TOLD you...

oh sure -- we FOUGHT off those
SLAVERS together, didn’t we...?

she just ISN’T
into talking
about her past.

our BACKS to the BROKEN WALL...
me with my BUSTED arm -- coverin’
ya with a GREAT SHIELD while you
HELD ‘em at bay with a LANCE....
this isn’t
about
BONDING ,
brian.

hey there ARE no
racial lines when
you’re LOSING
hitpoints together.

sure.
can’t you
understand
that...?

\ can
understand that.

then what
is it?

way \ FIGURE it, guys -- it’s one of THREE things.

b.a. -- drawin’ my
SWORD here!!

she’s an ASSASSIN...
y-you’re
what...?

oh...

\ should get
a SURPRISE
modifier.

of EVIL ALIGNMENT...

or she’s been REPLACED by a DOPPLEGANGER
at some POINT during the journey.

whatever it
is -- SOMETHING
just ain’t
adding up.

gaaa!!

SEVERAL ROUNDS LATER...
b.a., \ come RIGHT back at her...
\’m executing a
“GRISTER” on her ass.

*

whatta \ need to HIT?

casting DETECT
UNDEAD here.

was it
something
\ said?

called
shot to
the HEAD!!

* See KODT 120: A ‘grister’ is the signature combat move developed by Bob’s character in the Arena.
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